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Expanded Library Hours 

School libraries can offer expanded hours to make resources, programming, and reference 
support available to students and families. Expanded hours could include before and after 
school, on non-school days (such as weekends, or during school breaks), and especially during 
the summer. Funding can be used to pay for staff support during the extended times as well as 
new or bolstered programming and services. 
 
Expanded hours would benefit students and families with additional literacy, technology, and 
curriculum resources to mitigate learning loss and improve access for studying, completing 
assignments, and enrichment. School libraries could also offer programming for social-
emotional learning, technology, and academic competencies during the extended hours. The 
additional availability of school librarians would provide more opportunities for collaboration 
with and support of classroom teachers on new initiatives.  
 

Reconfiguration of Physical Library Space 

To address the urgent priority of safely reopening school buildings, school libraries need 
funding to reconfigure their spaces for optimal learning environments while also addressing 
health and safety guidelines. School libraries will need personal protective equipment such as 
masks, hand sanitizer, cleaning supplies and plexiglass; updated furnishings that are easy to 
clean and enable distance; replacement items that were lost during the pandemic; and 
adjustments to the physical space.   
 

Summer Literacy Programs 

In partnership with local public libraries, where possible, school libraries and/or school 
librarians can use funding to offer summer literacy programs to address learning loss. This 
collaboration, for example, could support the curation of a summer reading collection (physical 
and digital) and distribution/access to children and families. 
 
In addition to the collection and materials, school librarians could be hired as summer fellows 
by the public library in order to work, within local contract limitations. As a summer reading 
fellow, the school librarian could supplement public library offerings by including curriculum-
aligned activities. For example, the school librarian could focus on reviewing prior year content 
or preparing students for upcoming year content. Summer fellows could also support curbside 
pick-up and book mobiles for more touchpoints and access to literacy and reading materials. 
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Districts should consider local partnerships including parks departments, summer camps, 
farmers markets, and other places where school library staff can do outreach and connect with 
students. 
 
Funding could be directed to school districts, public libraries, or other entities (e.g., parks 
departments). The desirability of a funding host will vary with local conditions, such as the 
willingness of an entity to host a program; school librarian employment contracts; and ease of 
funding administration for the decision maker. 
 

Strengthening Ability of School Librarians to Respond to 

the Crisis 

School librarians are well-positioned to contribute to reversing learning loss faced by so many 
K-12 students. School librarians offer direct instruction; develop, acquire, and offer in-library 
and online services; and collaborate with classroom teachers and other staff, contributing 
information and technology resources and expertise to curricular and administrative 
effectiveness. Additionally, by highlighting relevant content, school librarians have an 
opportunity to address Social Studies and Science content standards during library skills classes 
as a way to supplement instruction that may have been missed during the pandemic. 
 
However, many schools and districts are without school librarians. American Rescue Plan Act 
funding should be used to hire school librarians and restore positions in cases where they have 
been lost. New positions should be established for three years, and school districts must certify 
that these hires would represent a net increase in school librarian staffing from the two 
previous academic years.  
 
For states that have mixed levels of staffing across the state, additional funding opportunities 
might be considered to provide resources for districts/schools that have maintained staffing. In 
districts with school librarians, but no librarian at the district level, funding could be used to pay 
for a District Library Coordinator. This could serve as encouragement for continuation of 
staffing while other districts receive new funding for staffing. The District Library Coordinator 
could provide coordinated library services and resources to schools based on need and respond 
to critical needs effectively with responsive leadership. The result would increase efficiency and 
effectiveness. 
 
In cases where certified librarians and district supervisors are already employed, districts might 
also consider funding school libraries to hire additional support staff to run library programming 
and provide streamlined coordination of library services and materials.  
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State School Library Digital Services 

Funding could contribute to a statewide digital school library of K-12 content. 
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appropriate initiatives. Where a part-time position already exists, funding could be used to 
make this position full-time. Larger states could ask for 2 or 3 FTE for this role.  
 
In addition to re-establishing, establishing, or strengthening the state-level school library 
coordinator position, a further ask is for funding to support initiatives described elsewhere in 
this document. The amount of the ask varies for each state, of course, but generally think in 
terms of millions or at least hundreds of thousands of dollars, not tens of thousands.    
 

The Mobile School Library 

Just as some public libraries conduct outreach via bookmobiles (nowadays outfitted with 
technology), an analogue for school libraries can be created. Vans or buses could be purchased 
and outfitted with physical materials as well as computers and WiFi and staffed vans with a 
school librarian.  
 
The Mobile School Library (MSL) would engage with students outside of schooltime (e.g., 
summer), or at schools without school libraries and librarians, particularly in low-income and 
under-resourced areas. The MSL could provide temporary relief and support to smaller and 
poorer schools but does not supplant the need for the establishment of a professionally staffed 
library in a school.  
 
In addition to making stops at schools without libraries, the MSL has multiple other purposes. 
For example, it could stop at community centers, summer camp programs, and even the local 
farmers markets or fairs--basically anywhere children may congregate.  
 

Tutoring and Enrichment Programming 

Many families are in favor of extended-day learning or summer school options to help students 
catch up or enrich their academic and social-emotional learning. School libraries can offer 
wraparound supports and resources to provide tutoring and enrichment activities beyond the 
core curriculum. School libraries are equipped to support student-directed learning and inquiry 
and offer individualized materials for families or small groups to use to enrich school learning.  
 
With support from the district, school libraries could survey families to find out what additional 
resources and learning opportunities could be made available beyond the core curriculum and 
learning standards. Beyond mitigating learning loss, this opportunity could help encourage an 
interest in self-directed and life-long learning, enriching students’ academic and social-
emotional development. School librarians can offer technology for check out such as 
Chromebooks or tablets, take-home maker spaces, learning games, individual projects, and 
book bags for families to pick up. More generally, school libraries could develop and deploy 
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